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Strategy and work are behind every high performance board.  
Mirror Stage is currently seeking enthusiastic, responsible, collaborative 
advocates to join the board. Ideal candidates are positive, detail-
oriented, and tech-savvy, with the time and commitment to make a 
difference. Experience working in the arts, social justice, or nonprofits a 
plus, but not required.

Board

Great boards do not just happen.

Board member responsibilities include:
 
•	 Setting	policy

•	 Supervising	and	evaluating	operations	in	a	financially,	ethically	 
and artistically sound manner

•	 Representing	Mirror	Stage	in	the	community	and	building	
enthusiasm for Mirror Stage programs

•	 Promoting	attendance	at	Mirror	Stage	productions,	programs	 
and events

•	 Recruiting	new	board	members,	advisors	and	supporters

•	 Identifying,	cultivating,	soliciting	and/or	stewarding	the	
relationships and resources needed—financial, personnel and 
other—to produce high-quality professional theatre productions

 
Theatre	That	Gets	People	Talking,	Mirror	Stage	reflects	the	
diversity of the community onstage in high quality, progressive, 
thought-provoking productions that play it smart without always 
playing it safe. Mirror Stage nurtures unique voices and provides 
opportunities for newly emerging artists to work alongisde more 
seasoned professionals. Since 2002, Mirror Stage has produced 
four fully staged productions, 11 seasons of Feed Your Mind and 
five rounds of Expand Upon—serving more than 5,400 patrons, 
to date.
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“...you did a fantastic job. 

I am really excited by your 

approach and I encourage you 

to keep up the good work. Real 

conversation about important 

topics is needed.”

“I will never forget this play 

and performance. My many 

thanks go out to you all...good 

work well done...I want you to 

know of my great appreciation 

to you and to all who made 

possible the production of this 

wonderful play.”



Board members are expected to:

•	 Attend	all	bi-monthly	
meetings of the board and 
committees on which they 
serve.

•	 Come	prepared	to	discuss	
any business to be addressed 
at scheduled meetings, 
having read the agenda and 
all background material.

•	 Attend	all	Mirror	Stage	 
productions and events,  
as well as invite and bring 
guests.

•	 Make	a	personal	financial	
gift	of	at	least	$5/mo	($60/
yr) that characterizes 
leadership level giving.

•	 Volunteer	for	and	willingly	 
accept assignments.

•	 Assist	with	at	least	one	 
fundraising event every year, 
such as procuring auction 
or raffle items, hosting an 
At-Home	or	planning	an	
alternate fundraising event.

•	 Actively	participate	in	
annual evaluations, strategic 
planning mini-retreats, and 
board expansion efforts.

•	 Devote	the	time	necessary	 
to fully understand their 
roles and responsibilities, 
and to be sufficiently 
knowledgeable about Mirror 
Stage and its operation to 
make informed decisions.

•	 Get	to	know	other	board	 
members and build collegial 
working relationships that  
contribute to consensus.

•	 Participate	in	board	
development workshops, 
seminars, training and other 
educational events that 
enhance their skills as a 
board member.

•	 Enthusiastically	share	their	 
passion for Mirror Stage, 
its mission, programs and 
events with others.

As	the	governing	board	
for a small, emerging arts 
organization, this is a working 
board, with each board member 
expected to play an active role.

Mirror Stage offers clearly 
defined expectations and 
accountability, a promise of no 
breakfast meetings and a lot of 
fun with some terrific people.

Selection & Recruitment Process:
 
Prospective	board	members	
are sent this packet for their 
review, and then meet with the 
Managing	Artistic	Director	to	
ask and answer any questions 
about Mirror Stage and assess 
further interest. 
 
The prospective member then  
attends a board meeting to 
meet the other board members. 
If the fit is right and the 
interest mutual, the candidate 
is then elected to a two-year 
term of board service.

If interested, send a brief 
email along with a résumé 
describing your background 
and experience, to Suzanne 
M.	Cohen,	Managing	Artistic	
Director	at
suzannec@mirrorstage.org. 
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Priority Skills Sought:

Communications, Resource 
Development, and Financial 
Management. We are 
also seeking to expand our 
Cultural	community,	Media,	
Political	and	Philanthropic	
affiliations. Experience working 
in the arts, social justice, or 
nonprofits a plus, but not 
required.	Candidates	from	
traditionally under-represented 
backgrounds and communities 
are encouraged to apply. This is 
a leadership level position. 
 
**Knowledge of or background 

in	theater	NOT	required**	
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“Fabulous! Always good to 

make us think about what 

we believe... It’s so fun 

to get involved in a play 

more intimately than just 

entertained.”



Background
Mirror Stage Organizational Background

Founding	Artistic	Director	Suzanne	M.	Cohen	started	Looking	
Glass	Theatre	in	Los	Angeles	in	1991	as	a	fringe	theatre	company,	
and	moved	to	Seattle	in	1992.	LGT’s	hit	production	of	Mississippi	
Nude	by	John	Reaves	for	the	1994	Seattle	Fringe	Theatre	Festival	
was hailed as “one of the best the Festival has to offer.” The 
West	Coast	premiere	of	Moe’s	Lucky	7	by	Marlane	Meyer	played	
the	1996	Seattle	Fringe	Theatre	Festival,	and	had	a	three	week	
extension	run.	Unsure	when	they	might	produce	again,	Ms.	Cohen	
and	Producing	Director	Mona	Al-Haddad	decided	to	dissolve	the	
corporation	after	a	two	year	hiatus	following	Moe’s	Lucky	7.

In	2001,	LGT	re-incorporated	as	a	professional	theatre	company	
with	six	board	members,	and	Ms.	Cohen	became	the	Managing	
Artistic	Director,	responsible	for	all	artistic,	administrative	and	
business	development	activities.	The	company	received	its	501(c)
(3)	tax-exempt	status	in	March	2002,	and	in	June	2002,	started	
doing	business	as	Mirror	Stage	Company.	The	corporate	name	
changed	to	Mirror	Stage	in	February	2006.

In	October	2002,	Mirror	Stage	kicked	off	its	Season	of	Premieres	
with	the	West	Coast	premiere	of	The	Knee	Desires	the	Dirt	by	Julie	
Hébert.	In	February	2003,	Mirror	Stage	presented	the	Northwest	
Premiere	of	Far	East	by	A.R.	Gurney.	The	Season	of	Premieres	
concluded	in	November	2003	with	the	Northwest	Premiere	of	
Abstract	Expression	by	Theresa	Rebeck.

“It’s rare to see good, solidly 

acted and produced live theatre.  

An enjoyable night well worth 

the ticket price. Sound, lighting 

and timing were great. Good 

flow. Fine acting.”
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“Excellent performances, 

interesting unusual staging, 

lighting, quick switches 

of viewpoint, balanced 

presentation of complex 

material. Wonderful script.”



Mirror	Stage’s	innovative	
staged reading series have 
been engaging the community 
in examining and discussing 
topical issues from different 
perspectives since 2004. 
Presented	without	costumes	
or sets, the emphasis on the 
text encourages audiences to 
create their own imagined 
world	inhabited	by	the	play’s	
characters, increasing empathy 
and expanding awareness. 
Following every performance, a 
moderated discussion with the 
audience and artists explores 
the issues raised in more depth.

Mirror Stage launched Feed 
Your Mind in May 2004 
with Hiding Hannah by 
local Seattle playwright Joy 
McCullough-Carranza.	The	
10|40	Celebration	on	October	
15, 2011 marked 10 years of 
Mirror Stage and 40 Feed Your 
Mind presentations.

Mirror Stage returned to fully 
staged productions with the 
West	Coast	premiere	of	Odin’s 
Horse	by	Robert	Koon,	at	the	
Ethnic	Cultural	Theatre	in	
2012. Odin’s Horse was named 
“one of the best productions 
of 2012” by Seattle Gay News, 
and nominated for two Gypsy 
Rose	Lee	Awards:	for	Excellence	
in	Direction	of	a	Play	(Small	
Budget) and Excellence in 
Sound	Design	(Small	Budget).

As	of	April	2016,	Mirror	Stage	
produced 10 seasons of Feed 
Your Mind, comprised of 54 
presentations—more than 
60	percent	of	were	written	by	
women playwrights.
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For the Expand Upon series, 
the community selects a theme, 
and Mirror Stage commissions 
two local playwrights to 
each develop a short play 
piece, using the same multi- 
generational, multi-racial 
cast—providing opportunities 
for local artists to develop 
artistic responses to important 
issues while engaging the 
community in meaningful 
ways.

Expand Upon launched in 
2017	with	the	community-
selected theme Institutional 
Racism.	For	Round	#2	in	
2018, the community chose 
the theme Incarceration, and 
Mirror Stage added a second 
weekend of performances 
in South Seattle, and two 
pre-show lectures by a UW 
professor. Mirror Stage added 
an	April	round	with	Expand 
Upon:	Immigration	in	2019,	
and	also	launched	the	Activism	
Brunch	series	in	March	2019.

By providing post-play 
discussions which are both 
interactive and educational, 
Mirror Stage creates the 
opportunity to increase 

awareness and understanding 
of the complexity of 
contemporary issues and the 
far-reaching impact on the lives 
of	us	all.	More	than	90	percent	
of Mirror Stage attendees 
report new perspectives and 
ideas following performances 
and/or	discussions.

For more than 18 years, Mirror 
Stage	has	featured	African	
Americans,	Asian	Americans	
(both	South	and	East	Asians),	
Latinx,	Native	Americans,	and	
Pacific	Islanders,	as	well	as	
white actors. Nearly 50 percent 
of the artists working on 
Mirror Stage productions have 
been people of color—some, 
but not all, in ethnically specific 
stories and roles. Mirror Stage 
is committed to diversity at 
all	levels:	on	our	stage,	in	
our audience, on our staff, 
and within our leadership. 
Mirror Stage invites a larger 
population to see themselves 
and their stories represented 
onstage, instead of being 
excluded or ignored, affirming a 
broader range of experiences.



Since 2002, Mirror Stage has produced four fully staged productions, 
11 seasons of Feed Your Mind, and five rounds of Expand Upon—
serving more than 5,400 patrons, in total.

Mission, 
Vision & 

Values

Mission
 
Mirror Stage uses the power of  
theatre to challenge 
assumptions, bias and 
prejudice, increasing equity and 
inclusion while encouraging 
more	thoughtful	reflection	on	
today’s	issues.

Vision

To	reflect	the	diversity	of	our	
community on stage in high 
quality, progressive, thought-
provoking productions that 
play it smart without always 
playing it safe.

Mirror Stage nurtures unique 
artistic voices while providing 
opportunities for newly 
emerging artists to work 
alongside more seasoned 
professionals. With the 
goal of increasing empathy, 
understanding, and social 
justice, Mirror Stage opens 
doors to new ways of seeing 
and thinking— entertaining 
while it enlightens—and 
brings us to a place of common 
understanding.

Values
•	 Challenge:	We	focus	

on thought-provoking, 
relevant, progressive, 
risky, and inspiring work—
theatre that gets people 
talking as well as thinking.

•	 Integrity:	We	practice	
the highest standards 
of excellence, ethics, 
and professionalism in 
all interactions. We are 
committed to diversity at 
all	levels:	on	our	stage,	in	
our audience, on our staff, 
and within our leadership.

•	 Partnership:	We	
collaborate with audience 
and community members 
to find the best path 
forward and create positive 
change.

•	 Respect:	We	cultivate	and	
nurture an atmosphere of 
respect and inclusiveness, 
embracing differing 
strengths, skill sets, 
cultures and abilities.

Theatre That Gets People Talking

“One of the very best plays/

productions I’ve seen in  

Seattle in 20 years. Kudos to 

the actors! Raises important & 

challenging questions… The 

acting is wonderful and the play 

was both highly intelligent and 

dramatically engaging.”
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Audience
Mirror Stage Audience Feedback

2019 Audience Feedback:

“Thank you for exploring these issues! I liked seeing a fuller look into someone 
experiencing homelessness. I wish I had more of these to go to!”

“Excellent acting, and touched upon so many of the situations that lead to 
homelessness.”

“Sandcastles analogy was great. Thank you so much for the great performances.”

“Excellent production. It touched my heart. It got me thinking about homelessness 
from the perspective of the homeless.”

“It helped me think about barriers to stable housing that I was unaware of or hadn’t 
thought much about before.”

“The various perspectives on homelessness and conversations are eye-opening.”

“It is hard to be aware of all of the causes of homelessness, the pre-performance 
lecture was very informative. Please keep bringing light to topics that are largely 
“taboo” in society.”

“I loved the backstories on each of the characters in the first play. How each of them 
was broken in their own way (and human). I liked the portrayal of shame in Frank’s 
character. I think that isn’t an emotion often acknowledged by people not on the 
streets. I hadn’t thought over how LGBTQ could end up on the streets because of 
family reactions.”
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“Mirror Stage produces plays 

that reflect the lives and values 

of the diverse people we call 

‘American.’ Every production 

that I have attended has been a 

rewarding experience”

Both critics and audiences  
alike rave about Mirror Stage 
productions. Since 2004, the 
common thread that links 
the majority of audience 
feedback is praise for Mirror 
Stage’s	scripts	and	actors.	
Descriptive	phrases	and	
adjectives used again and again 
include:	engaging,	intriguing,	
great, relevant, interesting, 
wonderful, remarkable, 
thought-provoking, excellent, 
spectacular and stellar. That the 
two core elements of our Feed 
Your Mind series consistently 
receive such lofty praise is 
rewarding and also helps us 
keep the bar set sufficiently 
high to continue producing 
high quality work.

Above: L to R, Skot Kurruk (silhouette), Tommy Smith, Susan House (silhouette) in FAR EAST, photo by Bradley Enghaus, ©2003

“Interesting exploration of 

the topic of loyalty within & 

between race, sex, family and 

marriage. I liked the use of 

shifting allegiances & gray 

areas to show conflict.”



“Outstanding. Really. Thank You!”

“Enjoyed learning about different perspectives on immigration.”

“I realized how important it is for us to view the issue of immigration from a systemic 
perspective. Our current system of criminalizing immigrants is rooted in our for-profit prison 
system.”

“Superb. Acting was fantastic.”

 “Terrific plays—very engaging & excellent readings; funny, too.” 

“I loved the salmon.”

2018 Audience Feedback:

“A captivating and educational experience”—Chamidae Ford, DailyUW.com

“Quite lively and full of emotion… profound”—Emily Oomen, Drama in the Hood

“Wow! I wasn’t sure what to think of the play stripped-down, but I found it very moving. A 
very real glimpse of our criminal justice system. The Mass Incarceration lobby display poster was stunning, powerful. I think some 
important questions surrounding the criminal justice system were raised. I’m not one to speak up, but I found it fruitful to stay for 
discussion.”

“Kudos on an ambitious project! Thank you! The lecture was excellent! The writing was great!”

“Well done play/performance. Really looking forward to the next potential topics.”

“I found the family dynamics between the son & father to be fresh & new.”

“Metaphor, context put things into new perspectives.”

“There are aspects of the prison pipeline system I didn’t know/think about before.”

“Very well done. Important topic. Very relevant.”

“Dr. Berger’s lecture really showed how complex this subject is. Excellent plays and lecture—thank you!”

“Awesome plays. Great subject matter. Really powerful. Thanks!”

“Really loved the actors! I loved the dialogue & characters. Plays are the best when they delve into another world and I got that 
from it.”

2017 Audience Feedback:

“I laughed & cried, which was unexpected. I loved the style of presentation”

“This was a great production. I loved the themes & the actors involved.”

“I felt like I caught on to a lot of the deeper meanings & nuances. I’m sure I will think of more 
new understandings as I continue to reflect. I LOVE the mission of this program! We need more 
of this.”

“The conversation felt very open considering the heavy topics.”

“You can think about an issue all you want. Seeing it is different. It was great.”
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“Attending the reading was 

a WONDERFUL experience. 

It’s such a fabulous play and 

the staging and acting were 

marvelous, and as usual 

with everything you do, it 

was intelligent and thought-

provoking. Sheer delight.”



Are you Ready?
Mirror Stage Board Responsibilities
TEN BASIC RESPONSIBILITIES  
OF NONPROFIT BOARDS
 
The	Board	of	Directors	is	a	
group of volunteers legally 
responsible for making sure the 
organization remains true to its 
mission, safeguards its assets, 
and operates in the public 
interest.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF  
INDIVIDUAL BOARD MEMBERS
 
As	a	Board	Member,	you	also	 
have specific responsibilities and 
expectations to fulfill in order to 
safeguard your legal and fiduciary 
role and the well being of the  
organization. 

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Ability to: 
•	 Listen, analyze, think clearly 

and creatively
•	 Work well with individual 

people and groups
Willingness to:
•	 Prepare for and attend board 

(and committee) meetings
•	 Read and understand financial 

statements
•	 Ask questions
•	 Take responsibility and follow 

through assignments
•	 Contribute personal and 

financial resources in a 
generous way

•	 Open doors in the community
•	 Cultivate and recruit board 

members and other volunteers
•	 Develop skills, such as 

resource development and 
cultivation

•	 Evaluate oneself
•	 Coach and advise the 

Managing Artistic Director
•	 Make tough decisions
•	 Learn more about Mirror Stage 

and the community we serve.
Possess:
•	 Honesty, sensitivity and 

openness to differing views
•	 A friendly, responsive and 

patient approach
•	 Community-building skills
•	 Personal integrity and a 

developed sense of values
•	 Concern for Mirror Stage’s 

development
•	 A sense of humor

1  Determine the organization’s  
mission and purpose

2 Select the Managing Artistic 
Director

3 Support the Managing Artistic 
Director and review his or her 
performance 

4 Ensure effective organizational 
planning 

5 Ensure adequate resources  
6 Manage resources effectively
7 Determine, monitor, and  

strengthen Mirror Stage’s  
programs and services

8 Enhance Mirror Stage’s  
public standing 

9 Ensure legal and ethical 
integrity and maintain 
accountability

10 Recruit and orient new board 
members and assess board  
performance

1 Make a personal financial  
contribution to the organization

2 Attend all board and committee 
meetings and functions, such 
as special events

3 Be informed about Mirror 
Stage’s mission, services, 
policies, and programs

4 Review agenda and supporting 
materials prior to board and  
committee meetings

5 Serve on committees and offer  
to take on special assignments 

6 Inform others about the  
organization 

7 Suggest possible nominees 
to the board who can make 
significant contributions to 
the work of the board and the 
organization

8 Keep up-to-date on 
developments in Mirror Stage’s 
field

9 Follow conflict of interest and 
confidentiality policies

10 Refrain from making special 
requests of the staff

11 Assist the board in carrying out  
its fiduciary responsibilities, 
such as reviewing the 
organization’s annual financial 
statements
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Jobs
Mirror Stage Board Officer Job Descriptions
Board President 

1 Is a member of the Board
2 Serves as the Chief Volunteer  

of the organization
3 Partners with the Managing  

Artistic Director to achieve the  
organization’s mission

4 Provides leadership to the 
Board of Directors, who 
sets policy and to whom the 
Managing Artistic Director is 
accountable

5 Presides over meetings of the 
Board after developing the 
agenda with the Managing 
Artistic Director

6 Encourages Board’s role in 
strategic planning

7 Appoints Committee Chairs, in 
consultation with the Managing 
Artistic Director and other 
Board members

8 Serves ex officio as a member  
of committees and attends their 
meetings when invited

9 Discusses issues confronting 
the organization with the 
Managing Artistic Director

10 Helps guide and mediate Board  
actions with respect to 
organizational priorities and 
governance concerns

11 Reviews any issues of Board 
concern with the Managing  
Artistic Director

12 Monitors financial planning and  
financial reports

13 Plays a leading role in resource  
development activities

14 Leads the formal evaluation of 
the Managing Artistic Director’s 
performance and informally 
evaluates the effectiveness of 

4 Ensures development and 
board review of financial 
policies and procedures

Committee Chair

1 Is a member of the Board
2 Sets tone for the committee 

work.
3 Ensures that members have the  

information needed to do their 
jobs.

4 Oversees the logistics of 
committee’s operations.

5 Reports to the Board’s 
President.

6 Reports to the full Board 
on committee’s decisions/
recommendations.

7 Works closely with the 
Managing Artistic Director and 
other staff as agreed to by the 
Managing Artistic Director.

8 Assigns work to the committee  
members, sets the agenda and 
runs the meetings, and ensures 
distribution of committee 
meeting minutes.

9 Initiates and leads the 
committee’s annual evaluation.
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the Board members
15 Evaluates the performance of 

the organization in achieving its 
mission annually

16 Performs other responsibilities  
assigned by the Board

Board Secretary

1 Is a member of the Board
2 Maintains records of the board  

and ensures effective 
management of organization’s 
records

3 Manages minutes of board 
meetings, ensuring minutes are 
distributed to members shortly 
after each meeting

4 Is sufficiently familiar with legal  
documents (articles, by-laws, 
IRS letters, etc.) to note 
applicability during meetings 

Board Treasurer

1 Is a member of the Board
2 Manages finances and 

administrates fiscal matters of 
the organization

3 Reviews annual budget 
submitted by the Managing 
Artistic Director prior to 
submitting for board approval



“...a fine example of how an intelligent, complex and fiercely relevant contemporary drama can stir deep emotional responses and 
lingering personal contemplation of important ideas...I so appreciate what Mirror Stage is doing with their Feed Your Mind series. 
They are presenting important plays that raise important considerations”—SeattleActor.com, March 2013

“Against all trends, Mirror Stage continues to believe in the theater’s power to teach and to change and to discuss. And I am glad 
they do...Odin’s Horse is in a class by itself.”—Seattle Star, November 2012

“...skillfully weaves together big trees and big questions...a fine return of Mirror Stage to producing theater.”
—The Seattle Times, October 2012

“...one of Seattle’s best productions of 2012.”—Seattle Gay News, October 2012

“The actors truly drew the audience into the play with their remarkable performances... An experience no one should have missed.”
—The Spectator, October 2004

“a quality production... thoughtfully executed, and boasting strong performances by strong performers.”
—the Stranger, February 2003

“A multi-level and dynamic drama made all the more moving by a spectacular cast and excellent directing... A DO NOT MISS 
experience, and one that will leave you breathless at the end.”—Seattle Gay News, February 2003

“a winner–a familiar tale told with an uncommonly eloquent confidence and consideration.”—Seattle Weekly, October 2002

“fine acting and production... quietly effective moments of reverence and revelation... a tender mix of reality and irreverence.”
—Seattle Times, October 2002

Mirror
Stage
2212 Queen Anne Ave N #294

Seattle, WA 98109-2312

206-686-2792
https://mirrorstage.org


